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Abstract 

 

Keywords: Material management, load carrier, product development process, CAD, CAE, CAM 

In this master thesis a foldable load carrier was developed as part of improved material management 

at AQ Components in Västerås. One of their product lines involves service hatches for trains that are 

transported within the facility throughout the manufacturing process. Currently, a custom-built load 

carrier is used to transport the hatches between assembling and painting stations. Unfortunately, the 

carrier has design and systematic flaws that needs to be resolved. The current carrier is not very 

protective and occupies a lot of space. The hatches also return from the painting station in an 

unpredictable order. 

Before investing in solutions, the subject of material management was studied further. This is a branch 

within logistics that focus on the internal material flow within industries. Companies that wish to stay 

competitive continuously invest in improved material management to achieve more profitable material 

flow, increased capacity, increased regularity and availability, better ergonomics and goods protection. 

The thesis work followed a classic product development process with focus on a synthesis-analysis 

loop. After establishing a project plan, the current solution was investigated where the customer need 

was identified in a product specification. Five concepts were generated and screened, where the most 

objectively advantageous concept was developed. The new carrier was designed using CAD, in parallel 

to structural analysis using both CAE and theoretical calculations. The manufacturing process utilizes 

the sheet metal specialization of AQ Components, where the components were tactically nested using 

CAM for material efficient laser cutting. Prototyping was carried out before hand over, to ensure the 

carrier works as well in practise as in theory. 

The developed load carrier is designed with an outer protective frame, with scratch resistant arms for 

inserting the service hatches. The frame is foldable with two lockable positions for in and out of use. 

Once folded, the width is reduced to 1/3rd of the original width. With further safety analysis the carrier 

can then also be hanged away (with forklift) so that it practically occupies no space at all. The carrier 

can be transported by forklift in pairs or more, with a total capacity of at least 20 service hatches. The 

carrier is equipped with an intuitive tracking system, where the carriers and slots are marked. This 

allows the hatches to return in the order they were sent. The carrier and solution deliver not only on 

the product specification, but also on the key objectives of improved material management. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

Nyckelord: Materialhantering, lastbärare, produktutvecklingsprocess, CAD, CAE, CAM. 

I det här examensarbetet utvecklades en hopfällbar transportställning som del av förbättrad 

materialhantering hos AQ Components i Västerås. En av deras produktlinjer involverar serviceluckor 

till tåg som under framställningen transporteras mellan stationer för montering och målning. För 

närvarande används en egen lastbärare som dessvärre medfört en del bekymmer. Problemen som 

behöver lösas kan ses som designmässiga men även systematiska kring materialhantering. Den 

befintliga lastbäraren är inte skyddande nog och tar upp mycket plats. Serviceluckorna kommer också 

tillbaka från målningsstationen i slumpvis ordning. 

Materialhantering som ämne studerades vidare innan tid och resurser investerades i lösningar. 

Materialhantering är ett område inom logistik som fokuserar på internt materialflöde inom framförallt 

industrier. Företag som ämnar förbli konkurrenskraftiga investerar i kontinuerligt i förbättrad 

materialhantering för att uppnå mer lönsamt materialflöde, ökad kapacitet, ökad regularitet och 

tillgänglighet, bättre ergonomi och materialskydd.  

Examensarbetet följde en klassisk produktutvecklingsprocess där fokus låg på en syntes-analysloop.  

Efter att ha fastslagit en projektplan undersöktes den nuvarande lösningen grundligt där kundens 

önskemål kunde specificeras i form av en kravspecifikation. Fem koncept genererades och sållades, 

där det mest fördelaktiga konceptet vidareutvecklades. Den nya lastbäraren designades med CAD, 

parallellt med hållfasthetsanalyser där både CAE och teoretiska beräkningar ingick. Inför 

tillverkningen utnyttjades AQ Components specialisering inom plåt, där komponenterna taktiskt 

nestades I CAM för materialeffektiv laserskärning. Prototyptester utfördes innan överlämning för att 

säkerställa att lastbäraren fungerar lika bra i praktiken som i teorin. 

Den utvecklade lastbäraren är designad med en yttre skyddande ram, med reptåliga armar som 

serviceluckorna skjuts in på. Ramen är hopfällbar med två låsbara lägen, både för i och ur användning. 

När lastbäraren är hopfälld blir den endast en tredjedel så bred. Med vidare säkerhetsåtgärder kan 

lastbäraren även bli undanhängd (med truck), där den praktiskt taget inte tar någon plats alls. 

Lastbäraren kan transporteras med truck i par eller fler, vilket ger en kapacitet på åtminstone 20 

serviceluckor. Lastbäraren är genom markeringar utrustad med ett intuitivt spårningssytem. På så vis 

kommer serviceluckorna tillbaka från målningen som de skickades. Lastbäraren och lösningen i stort 

levererar inte bara sett till kravspecikationen, men även på nyckelmålen kring materialhantering. 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

This master thesis was carried out at AQ (Aros Quality) Components in Västerås for a Master of 

Science degree in mechanical engineering at Karlstad University. The thesis involves a project where 

a carrier for transportation of service hatches was developed as improvement of the material 

management at the facility. See trivia A. 

1.1.1 Aros Quality Group 

In 1994 Aros Kvalitetsplast and a transformer division of ABB merged as the foundation of AQ Group. 

Today AQ group consists of two segments, System and Component. System has their main focus on 

electric cabinets and system products. Component involves injection molding, wiring systems, 

inductive components as well as sheet metal processing. Since the establishment of AQ Group in 

Sweden, they have expanded throughout Europe, North America and Asia. AQ group currently has 

approximately 5100 employees worldwide [1]. 

1.1.2 Problem Definition 

Within the industrial facility of AQ Components in Västerås a carrier is currently used for transporting 

train service hatches around specific stations such as painting and assembling. The carriers have some 

significant flaws that cause problems for the hatches and operators. Hence a new method for 

transportation is needed. The solution, which may be completely different to the current carriers, 

requires reliability and ease of use. The carriers to be designed should be manufactured with the 

methods and resources available at the company. 

1.1.3 Purpose & Goal 

The purpose of the project is to simplify and improve the in-house transportation of the service hatches. 

The goal in turn, is to develop and engineer an optimized carrier that will satisfy the purpose. 

This master thesis project involves two stakeholders and interests that are to be achieved in symbiosis. 

AQ Components: A carrier is to be developed for transportation of service hatches. The focus lies on 

the result of the physical product. 

Karlstad University: The carrier is to be thoroughly engineered through scientific methods as part of a 

master’s degree in mechanical engineering. The project is to be presented as an academic report with 

an oral presentation. 

1.1.4 Scope and delimitations 

The scope of the project at AQ Components includes the development of a carrier for the service 

hatches parallel to a written scientific report, opposition and presentation. The time scope is equal to 

20 weeks or one semester of 30 hp. The project should be structured including scientific or engineering 

methods for pre-study, planning, concept generation, concept selection, design, manufacturing 

documentation and prototyping. 

The delimitations and requirements of the project: 

❖ The material resources must be available at the site. 

❖ The manufacturing methods must be available at the site. 

❖ The assembling must be done with tools available at site. 

❖ Product life cycle analysis does not have to be performed. 

❖ Cost analysis does not have to be performed. 
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1.2 Material management 

In order to fully understand why AQ Components is investing in a new carrier, a brief introduction to 

material management is necessary.  

Material management is a sector within logistics that focuses on the internal material flow in industries, 

depots and stocks. The whole chain for transportation and storage is considered, with a broad 

perspective including systematic structures, equipment and methodology. The benefits of improved 

material management are 

❖ More profitable material flow 

❖ Increased capacity 

❖ Increased regularity and availability 

❖ Better ergonomics and goods protection 

The benefits of improved material management are one of the driving factors that has pushed the 

industry towards automation since the industrial revolution. Companies that wish to remain 

competitive must invest in material management as part of their continuous development process. 

Leading companies have started to replace monotone and predictable labour with industrial robots and 

other automated systems with great success. However, automation is still an expensive investment, 

that is difficult to implement in complex and unpredictable processes [2]. 

1.2.1 Systematic structure 

The systematic structure describes the actual functions involved in material management. The structure 

of material management in industrial production can generally be described as the chain from receiving 

to delivering material. The following model for material management is present within most 

manufacturing companies: 

Receiving material → Storage → Material management in production → Stock → Delivering material 

Material management, although a sector within logistics should not be isolated as such. The process 

before receiving the material affects the prerequisites for the material management. Likewise, the 

process after delivering the material affects the consequences [3]. However, this thesis is delimitated 

to the material management part of logistics. 

1.2.2 Methodology 

The methodology of material management involves systematic problem solving for establishing or 

improving internal material flow. Analysis, dimensioning and choice of equipment and systems is the 

core of the methodology. This is often carried out as a project with phases for preliminary investigation, 

pre-study, draft, detail and execution. There are a lot of aspects to consider for a complete solution. 

technical, economical, time, quality, laws, social etc [2]. 
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1.2.3 Equipment 

Throughout the process from receiving to delivering material there are many different types of 

equipment used for material transportation and handling. These include forklifts, traverses, conveyors, 

cranes and industrial robots. In addition, side equipment may include various load carriers. These 

contain/carry one or multiple products. Pallets, containers and wagons are load carriers. Some load 

carriers may be simplistic and universal such as Euro-pallets with collars, while others are complex 

and custom built, depending on the carried product. Load carriers are usually designed to be 

manoeuvred by standardised equipment, often forklifts. The carriers are often dimensioned for 

modularization and effective storage [2]. 

1.2.4 Load carrier at AQ Components 

One of the products manufactured at AQ Components are service hatches for trains. These come in 15 

different models and are transported with a custom load carrier between the assembling station at AQ 

and a painting station at a separate company. These stations are located within the same facility, so the 

transportation can be considered internal regarding material management. The carrier is attached to a 

standard Euro-pallet, which is transported by forklift. 

This thesis is closely connected to the equipment section of material management, with some elements 

from systematic structure and methodology as well. 

1.3 Product development process  

The problem definition was tackled in project form through a classic product development process as 

described by Johannesson, et al. [4]. The process was adapted to the scope and prerequisites of the 

project. The following phases were performed in sequence: 

❖ Feasibility study 

❖ Product specification 

❖ Concept generation 

❖ Concept evaluation 

❖ Design 

❖ Manufacturing documentation 

❖ Prototyping 

Prototypes are often produced without detailed drawings and documentation, since adjustments are to 

be expected in this phase. However, prototyping was an optional phase for this master thesis, and hence 

the obligatory phases were prioritised. 

The phases of the product development process will be described further in the following method 

chapter.  
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2 Method 

2.1 Feasibility study 

2.1.1 Project plan 

The initial step for this master thesis was to establish a project plan. This included information about 

the project background, the problem formulation, purpose, aim, and planning (see introduction). The 

planning was divided into a Gantt scheme [4] as well as a WBS (Work Breakdown Structure) [5]. 

Structural examples used are shown below, and the initial versions are provided in appendix I. 

 

 

Figure 1: Example of the scheme layout used. 

 

Figure 2: Example of the WBS layout used. 

 

A conventional Gantt scheme typically only has bars showing the processes of the project. Certain 

events and meetings may be useful to demonstrate in the same scheme. Through colour coding and 

subtle markings these were added. The idea is to be able to view the scheme throughout the project 

and within seconds assess the situation. This makes for an example on how you may implement visual 

project management [6]. 

A WBS chart was produced in parallel to the Gantt scheme to complement the planning in terms of 

when and what. The WBS was used for structuring the project into a hierarchical tree of what is to be 

done. An overwhelming task may be easier to tackle if divided in to smaller, manageable tasks. See 

trivia B. 
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Throughout out any project, it’s important to repeatedly stop and have look at your own work critically.  

Determine from a “whole picture” perspective if what you are currently doing is truly adding value 

towards the final goal. Knowing what you are doing and staying on track at all times is difficult. You 

could be paying too much attention to an irrelevant detail, while completely missing out on some other 

critical aspect. One way to get back on track, is to use the 5W1H method [7]. Who, what, where, when, 

why and how? Sometimes crucial answers lie in questions you never thought to ask. This is useful 

when establishing a project plan, but also during interviews, concept generation and planning to name 

a few. 

2.1.2 Current solution 

In order to fully understand the problem, the current solution for transporting the service hatches was 

investigated as a foundation for the product specification phase. By interviewing the operators while 

making personal observations the aspect of usability was thoroughly understood. The transportation 

cycle was analysed where every station could voice their concern. 

2.1.3 Prerequisites 

The prerequisites were investigated in an early stage to lay the foundation for the project. Here the 

available resources, manufacturing methods, competence, tools, programs etc. were determined. 

One of the first things to determine in a project are the priorities. It’s not realistic to expect a cheap 

and qualitative product in no time. This is often visualised as a triangle, where the client’s priorities 

must land somewhere between the three objectives [8].  

 

Figure 3: Iron triangle. 

2.2 Product specification 

Once the current carrier had been investigated and the prerequisites for the new carrier had been 

established, a product specification was to be taken forth. The method for the product specification is 

based on Olsson’s criteria matrix [4]. When creating a product specification, the life cycle of the 

product regarding the various requirements and aspects is to be considered. To get an extensive list of 

requirements, the involved stakeholders were interviewed. The operators, whom depend on the 

functionality and ergonomics. The production manager, who is responsible for the economic and 

manufacturing aspects. The QHSE expert (quality health safety environmental) who works with 

aspects of health and injuries. The technical manager, who would be involved for the technical aspects.  
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The layout for the product specification is based on the type of specification. It may be a function or 

limitation, a demand or aim. Functional criteria include whatever the product is expected to 

accomplish. Limitational criteria would be whatever constrains the possible solution. Next is the 

importance of the criteria. If it’s an absolute necessity it will be marked as a demand. The rest will be 

marked as aims, with an importance grade from 1 to 5. Where 5 is of highest importance. 

 

Figure 4: Example of the product specification layout used. 

 

2.3 Concept generation 

Based on the product specification, in this phase solutions for the future carrier is to be generated. 

 

Figure 5: The lightbulb as a symbol for ideas. See trivia C. 

Although ideas must be conjured entirely in the mind, there are a lot of methods that may assist one’s 

creativity. Which methods that work is very individual and may greatly differ. Some people tend to 

think in a verbal way, while others think in a more visual way [9]. 

To simplify the problem, patterns and common traits for the hatches were investigated. Once the key 

traits were identified, concepts could be generated based on these and the requirement specification. 

The focus of the concept generation was to generate ideas based on the functionality criteria of the 

product specification, and not so much the limitations. Even unrealistic or limiting concept ideas were 

kept as they could possibly generate better ideas through association or by boosting creativity [4]. In 

the first stages of the concept generation the cliché “out of the box thinking” (see trivia D) was also 

promoted. A concept for optimisation and fixing of the current carrier was intentionally postponed 

until the later stages. 

There are a lot of scientific methods that may be used for inspiration and fuel for creativity. Most are 

group based, but due to the circumstances of the project major parts of the concept generation was 

carried out alone.  

The main method used for concept generation is quite personal. After forming a clear understanding 

of what exactly is to be achieved (product specification), resources and techniques are continuously 

conjured in the mind (based on life experience and spontaneous imagination). These may be used to 

fully design and operate a solution, all through visual thinking. This is an experimental and iterative 

process performed entirely in the mind. In this state all senses of the outside world are ignored. 

Another method used to generate (and exclude) ideas was Osborn’s checklist (also known as scamper) 

[10]. This method helps cutting through some thinking webs as it brings up questions that will twist 

the mind for better or worse. A representation of Osborn’s checklist can be found in appendix II – but 

broadly speaking the checklist brings new aspects to ideas such as combining, reversing and 

magnifying or minifying. 

After generating some concepts, a meeting was held with the key persons. This allowed for a chance 

to evaluate and steer the concepts in the right direction. With invaluable feedback the concepts were 

refined, and new ideas investigated. A second meeting was later held where the concepts were 

evaluated. 
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2.4 Concept evaluation 

Concept evaluation is a practice of objectivity. The purpose is to sort all the concepts in a scientific 

manner and choose the concept which is most likely to succeed. Participants must be ready to disregard 

personal style and preferences if necessary. Murder your darlings. See trivia E. 

The core of the concept evaluation process is to systematically and effectively funnel all the concepts 

in such a way that you are left with the most optimal one. To objectively evaluate the concepts, a 

classic three step evaluation process was applied [4]. 

❖ Initial screening 

❖ Concept screening 

❖ Concept scoring 

Once past the generation phase - the initial screening is used to eliminate all the concepts without 

potential, so that the better ideas can be focused on during the evaluation process. [4] 

During the concept screening, Paul & Beitz elimination matrix was used to narrow down the 

candidates. After eliminating the least plausible options the remaining concepts were compared and 

weighed with Pugh’s method. This way the best concept could be scored and objectively chosen. [4] 

In parallel to the methods above, a meeting was held where the stakeholders could express their 

thoughts based on case specific experience and knowledge. This would complement the theoretical 

matrices and make sure that that concept choice is supported by the actual stakeholders. 

2.5 Design 

The designing phase was iteratively carried out with computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided 

engineering (CAE) as well as theoretical calculations. 

The concept was designed in CAD, assembled as a fully foldable carrier. The dimensions were firstly 

set primarily to fit all the hatch models, while simultaneously allowing for the folding mechanism. The 

limiting load case(s) for each component was investigated, so that the profile (cross section) of any 

structural component could be appropriately chosen for stability and strength. 

To optimize the design further, the forces acting on the carrier was divided into elementary cases to 

calculate maximum stresses and displacements. These were then compared to the yield strength of the 

available material. Iteratively, the framework and critical components could then be dimensioned for 

an optimized design regarding both strength and stability/stiffness. 

2.6 Manufacturing documentation 

All manufacturing related information was provided to AQ Components prior to handover. This 

included raw material, standard components, drawings, manufacturing and assembling instructions, 

CAD and CAM (Computer aided manufacturing) files. Everything necessary to manufacture the 

carrier. 
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2.7 Prototyping 

A prototype can be defined as “an approximation of the product along one or more dimensions of 

interest”, where there are two prototype dimensions. The first dimension being physical opposed to 

analytical. Physical prototypes are quite self-explanatory – physical representations of the product, 

while analytical prototypes are simulated, typically with mathematical modelling. The second 

dimension is comprehensive opposed to focused. Comprehensive prototypes are fully composed the 

way the product is intended to be used by the customer, while focused prototypes are composed of just 

one or more points of interest [5]. 

Throughout the project focused prototyping was carried out, both physically and analytically (in 

Mathematica and Creo). Two versions of the carrier were prototype tested. An initial version to verify 

the chosen concept and a final version to verify the final design. The prototyping was also carried out 

to confirm the manufacturing process.  
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3 Results 

 

3.1 Feasibility study 

3.1.1 Current solution 

The current carrier, internally known as Granen is not well renowned due to its flaws. 

Granen presumably received its name because its structure is like that of a fir tree. It has a trunk with 

branches holding the various service hatches. Granen is assembled to a standard type euro pallet for 

transportation by truck. 

 

Figure 6: The current carrier, Granen, filled with service hatches. 

AQ Components is manufacturing 15 different models of service hatches that are used for trains. The 

manufactured hatches arrive at the assembling station in boxes where they are pre-assembled. The 

hatches are then transported on the carriers to a painting station for surface treatment. Then they are 

transported back on the same carriers to the first station for final assembly and inspection. Once the 

hatches are finished, they will be packed into separate transportation boxes before they are ultimately 

delivered to the customer. The cycle is demonstrated in the figure below. 

 

Figure 7: The hatches are transported in boxes (blue) and on carriers (orange). 
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After interviewing the operators and other key persons, it appears that there are two types of problems 

related to the carrier: 

❖ Carrier design. The carriers are unstable, which means the hatches are at risk of falling off. 

The carriers occupy a lot of space both in use and out of use. Insufficient padding causes 

scratches to the hatches. 

❖ Systematic. It is difficult to keep track of the hatches on the carriers. The orientation and 

placement are important for the processes of assembly and quality control. When transported 

to the painting station the hatches come back in mixed placement and orientation. The order 

receipts are unreliably clammed in place and sometimes fall off. 

To understand the systematic problem, consider the graph below. At pre-assembling, the orders are 

placed in sequence. For simplicity, assume that a carrier contains 6 hatches split in two different orders. 

Green could be one order, orange the next order. Once they arrive at the painting station, the hatches 

are removed from top to bottom in a zig-zag pattern to reduce risk for tipping. They are placed on a 

line that undergoes surface treatment and painting. The hatches are then placed back on the carrier in 

a zig-zag pattern from bottom to top. Whether the removal/placement starts from the left or right is 

also not predetermined. This means that the carriers are transported back to the final assembling 

completely rearranged. That causes a lot of inconvenience and wasted time. Time is money, see trivia 

F. 

 

Figure 8: Unpredictable rearrangement at the painting station. 

 

Ideally, the hatches should return to the final assembling with the same placement and orientation as 

they were sent. When designing the new carriers, this might be possible by forcing a certain order of 

insertion and withdrawal.  
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3.1.2 Prerequisites 

The programs that may be used throughout the project are Creo Parametric 3.0 Academic version 

(CAD). Creo Simulate 3.0 Academic version (CAE). Abaqus (CAE) at Karlstad University. TruTops 

at AQ components for laser cutting and punching (CAM). Mathematica. Microsoft office. 

The new carrier must be manufactured at AQ Components with the resources and manufacturing 

methods and tools available at the facility. The production line has heavy focus on punching, laser 

cutting and bending of metal sheets. The hand tools available include a wide variety of typical 

workshop tools. 

The material resources readily available include: 

❖ Metal sheets of various sizes, thicknesses and materials. 

❖ Pipes and bars of various dimensions and materials. 

❖ Raw material for milling and turning. 

❖ Standard components such as screws, nuts, washers, pop rivets etc. 

The main manufacturing methods include: 

❖ Punching 

❖ Laser cutting 

❖ Bending 

❖ Milling 

❖ Turning 

A supervisor at Karlstad University and a supervisor at AQ Components that could help with the 

directions and expectations from the thesis work. 
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3.2 Product Specification 

The product specification was based on Olsson’s criteria matrix with delimitation for three life cycle 

phases: use, development and manufacturing. Four aspects were considered for each phase: function, 

ergonomics, economy and environment. These are presented in a matrix with cell numeration 

connected to the product specification as described by Johannesson et. al [4]. 

 

Figure 9: The criteria matrix used for the product specification. 

The product specification was established in unity with the stakeholders of the carriers. Note that the 

systematic placement specification (#18) is marked as an aim of highest importance, not a demand. A 

separate corporation is responsible for the painting of the hatches. Hence the criteria cannot be 

guaranteed. However, if the solution allows for systematic placement without complication on behalf 

of the painting corporation, then this may be achieved and should be considered a demand. 

 

Figure 10: The product specification for the new carriers. 
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3.3 Concept Generation 

The main concepts were very roughly visualised and dimensioned in CAD. Note that supports and 

other vital components are missing. These are to be considered 3D sketches to show the principle only. 

A 170 cm tall person is added for size perception. 

Before applying scientific methods for concept generation, the following key traits and details were 

identified to simplify the process: The possible orientations of the hatches. Since all 15 models were 

to fit on the same carrier, only a few ways of placement would make sense. 

❖ Lying 

❖ Standing 

❖ Hanging 

The first option, lying down would be preferred on one of the sides. One side is flat on every hatch, 

while the other side varies for each of the models. Also, flat side down allows for much easier 

inspection. Therefore, the flat side down is the only realistic lying option. The second option, standing 

up could work on either side, since they are quite symmetric on both sides. The third option, hanging 

could work. However, the details that allow for hooking are few or inconsistent across the various 

models. 

The current method for pre-assembling included placing the first components on top of the hatches 

while in the carrier. Standing or hanging orientations would require a new system for the pre-

assembling. 

Other identified key traits were limiting dimensions and maximum weight. 

Concept for systematic placement 

One concept for systematic placement was found to work universally for all carriers. Use numeration 

for every slot (1,2,3,…) and wording for the carriers (A,B,C,…). Always insert the hatches in that 

order, beginning with carrier A slot 1. When the carriers arrive at the painting station the same system 

applies. Firstly, withdraw the hatch in slot 1 of carrier A. The hatches will then return from the painting 

line in that order, in which they can also be inserted again. This very intuitive system saves a lot of 

time not having to identify and rearrange the hatches as they return for final assembling. 
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3.3.1 Concept 1 

In the first concept the hatches are placed in a standing position. 

 

Figure 11: Concept 1. 

This concept keeps the hatches (green) in place by placing them in slots where the gravity keeps them 

in place through slight angling. 

Pros: Ergonomics, all hatches can be placed in the carrier without the operator having to crouch or 

stretch. When grabbing a hatch by its upper corner, it will naturally align itself by gravity in an angle 

to easily be placed in the carrier. Manufacturing. The carriers can be manufactured mostly by bending 

flat bars. This would allow for a cheap and fast process. Minimized load. The carrier merely keeps the 

hatches balanced, where their weight is supported mostly by the bottom. This allows for very effective 

dimensioning. 

Cons: The hatches may fall out if the truck hits any bumps. This may be solved by increasing the tilt 

or adding a detachable rubber band across the side. Another problem is that the hatches can hit each 

other near the top and by their sides. This can be solved by adjusting the dimensions in various ways. 

The pre-assembly pieces are currently placed on the hatches while lying flat. This system would have 

to be adjusted to putting them in bags or similar to be hanged at each slot. 
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3.3.2 Concept 2 

In the second concept the hatches are rolled into slots. 

 

Figure 12: Concept 2. 

The principle of the concept is to have rollers (yellow) that lead the hatches into slightly angled slots. 

With gravity the hatches will naturally slide into place. The carriers are intended to be attached side 

by side doubling the capacity (while leaving the option for smaller volumes when necessary). 

Pros: An over all easy to operate carrier thanks to the rollers and wheels. Steady and reliable carrier, 

with lots of options for supports. Scratch resistant after preparing all contact areas. The hatches are not 

exposed to the outside, which makes the carrier fully protective. The arms infront of the rollers can be 

pushed in when not in use. Then the carriers may be easily stacked on top of eachother thanks to its 

squared dimensions. The carrier would be modulised, and can be connected in series with toggle 

latches. 

Cons: Somewhat limited capacity. The carrier can’t be too tall, as the top hatch may be difficult to 

reach if it’s the shortest one with the longest one just underneath (see picture). The forklift (which 

typically lifts with a slight angle) must lift from the correct side, or the hatches may roll out. 

Manufacturing might be troublesome in some aspects. 
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3.3.3 Concept 3 

The third concept is based on the current solution, where focus is on fixing its problems while keeping 

its benefits. 

 

Figure 13: Concept 3. 

The current carriers work, just not good enough due to very specific flaws such as instability, no system 

for placement of orders and insufficient padding. 

This updated version could have the following changes: Use only two “trees” instead of three, where 

the spacing between them is adjusted for the smallest hatch. This would make the carriers almost half 

the size. Add structural support between the two “trees”, similar to the cross seen in the picture. Find 

better padding to prevent scratches. The pallet could be replaced with a wheel-based design. 

Pros: Quick fixes all the critical problems without compromising on the current utility. Manufacturing. 

The current carrier is not as simple to manufacture as concept 1, however – existing manufacturing 

documentation can be modified, cutting some time. Familiarity. The operators are used to the principle 

so there wouldn’t be any learning curve or unexpected problems. 

Cons: Unprotective. The hatches would be exposed to the outside, risking damage. No modularisation. 

The carriers would still occupy a lot of space since they still cannot be placed on top of each other or 

folded away. 
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3.3.4 Concept 4 

In the fourth concept the hatches are inserted in a lying position from the short side. 

 

Figure 14: Concept 4. 

This concept is intended to be a foldable solution. The carrier may be folded along either the short side 

or long side. The hatches are primarily shoved in from the short side into slots where they are safely 

protected within the framework of the carrier. The carrier should be possible to connect in pairs, for 

doubled load per forklift trip. 

Pros: Protective framework and scratch resistant rods for the hatches. The hatches are unlikely to be 

damaged from handling or impacts. Since the rods are fully scratch resistant the spacing can be 

optimized for increased capacity. As the hatches are now primarily inserted from the short side, the 

carriers can be placed side by side in series occupying minimal space. The foldability is useful for 

when the production volumes are lower, as the carrier can be folded away. The wheels allow for easy 

manoeuvring, which means less hazzle with truck. The carrier shouldn’t be too difficult to manufacture 

and assemble. Which also means it should also be easy to repair if necessary. 

Cons: Stability can be a challenge. If the hatches are to be reached from both the long and short side, 

then stabilizing supports cannot be assembled very easily without interrupting. Foldable products also 

typically involve clamping risks. Moving parts may require maintenance. 
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3.3.5 Concept 5 

The fifth concept is a combination of concept 2, 3 and 4. With the hatches being inserted from the short 

side. Rollers can be added for ease of placement. The structure would be very similar to Granen but 

where the arms can be folded with just a lever (through a bar or wire mechanism). Note that the picture 

only shows the arms for one side. The wheels would have to be extended somehow as well for stability, 

perhaps with the same lever. 

 

Figure 15: Concept 5. 

Pros: Easy to insert and withdraw hatches from the short side with the rollers. Fully protects the 

hatches from internal scratches and can therefore also be optimized in spacing which gives a higher 

capacity. The arms can be folded away with a lever. With further investigation the bottom part could 

be solved in regards to foldability/stability. Then the carrier would be easy to store when out of use. 

Cons: Many moving parts, including all arms. This can cause problems in practise if everything is not 

aligned perfectly or lubricated properly. Another con is that the hatches wouldn’t be fully protected 

from outside impacts (similar to the current carrier). 
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3.4 Concept Evaluation 

After the initial screening five concepts were to be evaluated. 

The results from the Pahl & Beitz method shows two promising candidates that fulfil all demands.  

 

Figure 16: Elimination matrix according to Johannesson, et al [4]. 

The two candidates, concept 2 and 4 was compared and weighed with Pughs decision matrix. Since all 

demands were fulfilled in these concepts, the decision matrix was used to weigh the remaining aims. 

 

Figure 17: Decision matrix according to Johannesson, et al [4]. 

The scoring shows that concept 4 is the most beneficial and promising option.  
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3.5 Design 

 

The final carrier was designed based on concept 4. A CAD visualization is shown below: 

 

Figure 18: The foldable carrier. 

The carrier measures 1900x1310x580 mm and weighs approximately 45 kg. When folded the width is 

about 1/3rd of its open position, measuring 190 mm. The capacity is 10 hatches per carrier. The carrier 

is to be lifted with forklift from the long side. The length of standard forks varies but are mostly at 

least 1200 mm (the length of a euro pallet). This means at least 2 carriers would fit per truck run, 

doubling the capacity to 20 hatches. 

The outer framework is designed as a protective capsulation with welded square tubes. The horizontal 

square tubes on the short side are connected through custom lugs and standard screws that allow for a 

folding mechanism. The folding arms have sprints that securely locks the frame in place in either an 

opened or folded position. The hatch arms are designed from sheet metal and are attached to the square 

tubes with blind rivets. The hatches are mainly intended to be inserted and withdrawn from the short 

side, but the long side is also possible. The carrier can be transported by forklift by lifting underneath 

from the long side. The carrier is intended to be connected in pairs with eccentric locks. A set of wheels 

(with brakes) allow for simple manoeuvring by hand. The carrier is structurally designed to be hanged 

away with a forklift once folded to save even more space. An alternative folding mechanism is 

presented in appendix III.  
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The frame is designed with welded steel square tubes for bending strength and stiffness while keeping 

good torsional stiffness. This also allows for easy preparation and assembly of the hatch arms, which 

are connected with blind rivets. 

 

Figure 19: Welded frame. 

The hatch arms are designed to uniformly fit all hatch models. The arm is split in to three parts. A base 

arm to withstand the weight of the carriers. A stopping arm just above, to prevent sliding, and to 

provide support for when the hatches are inserted/withdrawn from the long side. A short connecting 

arm, to geometrically prevent the hatches from slipping through. The connecting arm also has the 

important purpose of creating a triangular interaction between the other two arms, which gives 

structural stiffness in the horizontal plane. The length of the arms is adjusted for the longest hatch. The 

distance between the stopping arms are adjusted for the widest hatch. The distance between the lifting 

arms prevents the narrowest hatch from possibly slipping down. The hatches arm has shrinkage tubes 

around them, to prevent scratches. The hatch arms are connected to the frame with standard steel pop 

rivets. 

 

Figure 20: Hatch arms. 
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The folding arm is designed with custom pivot brackets welded to the frame. By using freely rotatable 

screws near the ends the carrier can then easily fold. The top arm also has an extended lug bracket, 

with an additional hole for a sprint to lock the position of the carrier making it safe and stable. When 

folded, this bracket also overlaps with the frame on the opposite side, where a second locking hole is 

located. 

The square tube and double-sided lugs keeps the strength and stiffness uniform to the rest of the frame. 

The arms are assembled with standard steel screws, nuts and washers. 

 

 

Figure 21: Folding arm. 

The wheels are purchased separately. On each side there will be one wheel with brakes and one 

without. This is enough to make the carrier stationary when loading. Both wheels are rated for 100 kg 

each. They are attached with an expander for square tubes. 

  

Figure 22: Wheels. 
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3.6 Tracking system 

The tracking system works by marking every carrier with a letter, and every slot with a number. The 

hatches are then inserted/withdrawn in alphabetical and numerical order. This tracking system can be 

scribed or painted onto the square tubes. The order receipts following the hatches are intended to be 

clamped onto the steel frame using magnet clamps. They can then be placed at any slot, at any time. 

 

 

Figure 3: Marking of the carrier. 

 

The figure below schematically demonstrates the tracking system. The cycle shows two orders being 

transported between the assembly and painting stations.  

 

 

Figure 24: The implemented tracking system. 

The hatches from the first order (green) will be placed in slot 1 and onward. The hatches from the 

second order (orange) will be placed where the first order left off and onward. At the painting station 

the hatches are withdrawn in the same order, 1 and onward. Once the hatches return on the painting 

line, they are simply inserted as they arrive. This way the hatches will always return to the assembly 

station in the same order they were sent.  

Note that with these carriers and this system the painting company won’t have to worry about 

identifying the hatches, identifying carrier frontside/backside, or even arranging the orders. All that 

really needs to be remembered at the painting station is to always start at the top of the foremost 

carrier. Then everything will fall into place naturally. This should save AQ Components the 

additional fees of material management that the painting company has previously required. 
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3.7 Structural analysis 

In this section the results of the iterative FEM and theoretical analysis are presented. The analysis is 

performed on the most critical load case(s) for each component. The theoretical calculations are based 

on classic mechanical formulas or elementary cases as described by Karl Björk [11]. 

Technical data:   

The square tubes are made of S235JR with a yield strength of 235 MPa and a Young’s modulus of 210 

GPa. The profile dimensions are 30x30 mm with a thickness of 2 mm. The lugs and hatch arms are 

made from 2 mm sheet metal S240 with similar properties. Weight unloaded approximately: 44 kg 

(density of 8000 kg/m^3 multiplied by volume 0.00554 m^3 (obtained from creo)). Maximum weight 

loaded: 104 kg (heaviest hatch of 6 kg multiplied by 10 plus carrier weight). 

Load case 1250 mm square tube: The bottom horizontal square tube is subject to the weight of all 

the hatches plus carrier. The load is applied through the forklift at two points. Half the weight is lifted 

through the square tube of the other side. The square tube was modelled with double point loads of 

500 N total. 

 

Figure 25: The stress result of the square tube. 

 

Figure 26: The displacement result of the square tube. 

In the middle of the square tube, the simulations show a maximum stress and displacement of about  

56 MPa and 3.2 mm respectively. 
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The top horizontal square tube is subject to the weight of the entire carrier (without load) as it is folded 

and hanged away. The forklift/hanger is only lifting on one tube. This results in about the same load 

of 500 N on two points. Hence the above simulation is also applicable for this case. 

Calculations for the lower and upper square tubes: 

 

Figure 27: Load case for the upper and lower square tubes. 

 

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐼
 𝑧                          (1)  

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝐹𝑐(3𝐿2−4𝑐2)

24𝐸𝐼
                     (2) 

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐹𝑐                                (3) 

𝐼 =
𝐴4−𝐵4

12
                                   (4) 

The tube stress and displacement in the middle was theoretically calculated to 51 MPa and 2.73 mm 

respectively.  

The critical buckling load for the vertical square tubes was calculated with Euler’s formula. 

 

Figur 28: Eulers buckling, primary load cases. 

𝐹𝑐𝑟 =
𝜋2𝐸𝐼

𝑙2
                                 (5) 

𝑙 = 𝑦𝐿                                      (6) 

For the 1800 mm long square tube the critical load force was theoretically calculated to 1496 N. 
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Load case hatch arm: The hatch arms are subject to the weight of the hatches and the friction as the 

hatches are inserted/withdrawn. The heaviest hatch measures 6 kg, which gives a gravitational force 

of about 60 N. The arms carry half the load each (30 N). The geometry of the hatches gives an evenly 

distributed load. With a roughly estimated friction coefficient of 0.5, the frictional force is half the 

gravitational force. 

Below are the results from Creo Simulate where 30 N is evenly distributed on the arm vertically. Note 

that strictly rigid boundary conditions caused elevated stresses near the fastening. 

 

Figure 29: The stress result of the hatch arm. 

 

Figure 30: The displacement result of the hatch arm.  

 

At the centre of the arm, the simulations show a maximum stress and displacement of approximately  

30 MPa and 1.6 mm respectively. 
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The theoretical calculations for the hatch arm were divided in to elementary cases where the 

displacements were added. 

 

 

Figure 31: The calculations were divided in sections A and B. 

 

Figure 32: Elementary load case for the A section. 

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐼
 𝑧                          (7) 

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝐹𝐿3

3𝐸𝐼
                                 (8) 

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐹𝐿                               (9) 

𝐼 =
𝑏ℎ3

12
                                        (10) 

 

Figure 33: Elementary load case for the B section. 

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐼
 𝑧                         (11) 

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
5𝑄𝐿3

384𝐸𝐼
                             (12) 

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑄𝐿

8
                                (13) 

𝐼 =
𝑏ℎ3

12
                                      (14) 

 

The theoretical calculations show a maximum stress of 28.1 MPa and a total displacement of 1.533 

mm. 
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The entire arm kit was also modelled with an evenly distributed force of 30 N vertically and 15 N 

horizontally (as an estimated friction force). 

 

 

Figure 34: The displacement result of the assembled hatch arm kit. 

The simulation shows a maximum displacement of slightly less than 1 mm. 

The arms are connected to the square tubes with pop rivets, that may lose their clamping force after 

repeated use. In that case, there would be elevated tension in the leveraged holes. 

 

Figure 35: Load case for the hatch arm and pop rivets. 

𝐹3 =
𝑎

𝑏
 𝐹1                           (15) 

𝑝 =
𝐹3

𝑑𝑡
                                  (16) 

The pressure in the leveraged holes from the weight of a hatch was calculated to 23.16 MPa. The 

maximum shear force that the pop rivet must withstand, F3 was calculated to 185 N. 
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Load case folding arm: As the carrier is folded and hanging, the arms and respective lug must 

withstand the weight of half the carrier. The volume of the carrier (obtained from Creo) translates to a 

steel weight of approximately 50 kg. There are 4 folding arms that share the weight equally. 

The folding arm was symmetrically modelled with a total load of 62.5 N applied as a bearing force. 

 

 

Figure 36:  The stress result of the folding arm. 

The maximum stress shown in the simulation is close to 3 MPa. 

The lug was similarly modelled with an opposite reaction force of 62.5 N. Note that the stresses in 

figure are elevated near the fastening due to strict constraints. 

 

 

Figure 37: The stress result of the lug. 

The maximum stress shown in the simulation is close to 3 MPa. 
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Figure 38: Load case for the folding arm and respective lug holes. 

𝑝 =
𝐹

𝑑 𝑡
                                       (17) 

The holes were calculated as bearing pressure, resulting in a maximum pressure of 1.9 MPa. 

Welding: The welded components in the carrier are the square tubes for the frame, and the lugs for 

the folding arms. The shear stress in the welds were calculated based of the geometry and load case. 

The most critical shear stress is achieved when the lifting force is distributed over the throat plane. The 

throat plane is shown in the illustration below, see green line. The weld material used is copper-coated 

Mn-Si-alloyed solid wire with an ultimate tensile strength of 595 MPa. Note that the main concern 

when welding is rarely the weld itself, but the surrounding material in the heat affected zone. 

 

 

Figure 39: Throat plane of a weld line (green). 

 

𝜏 =
𝐹

𝐴
                                               (18) 

𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑡 = 𝑇𝐿                                  (19) 

𝑇 = 𝑊 cos
𝜋

4
                                    (20) 

The shear stress along one weld line (30 mm) when subject to 250 N was calculated to 2.94 MPa. 
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Impact analysis: One of the purposes of the outer square tube frame is to withstand day to day impacts 

that may occur. The most critical point of impact (in horizontal direction) is expected at the centre of 

the vertical 1800 mm square tubes. To give a rough idea of the impact strength, the maximum velocity 

allowed for the carrier when crashing into a rigid point was calculated. 

Estimates and simplifications: The critical impact force is equal to the equivalent critical static force.  

The stopping distance at critical impact is equal to the equivalent displacement of the square tube at 

the critical static force. 

The impact force can be calculated through mechanical work and kinetic energy. 

 

𝑊 = 𝐹𝑠                                     (21) 

𝐸𝑘 =
𝑚𝑣2

2
                                 (22)  

𝐹 =
𝑚𝑣2

2𝑠
                                   (23) 

The critical force and respective displacement for the square tube is calculated using the elementary 

case below.  

 

Figure 40: Equivalent static load case. 

 

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 =
𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐼
 𝑧                     (24) 

𝐼 =
𝐴4−𝐵4

12
                                             (25) 

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝐹𝐿

4
                                          (26) 

(24)(25)(26) gives (27) below 

𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =  𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ∗
4𝐼

𝐿 ∗ 𝑧
                       (27) 

𝑓 =
𝐹𝐿3

48𝐸𝐼
                                                  (28) 

(27)(28) in (23) gives the velocity, v. 

The maximum allowed velocity at crash was calculated to approximately 2 m/s or 7.2 km/h. 
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3.8 Prototyping 

Prototyping was carried out based on two versions of the carrier. An early focused and experimental 

version to validate the concept, done parallel to the design phase. The objective was to validate the key 

functions and identify any critical concept flaws. The second version was initially intended to be a 

comprehensive physical prototype that would be implemented in the cycle to confirm the entire 

process, including the tracking system. Unfortunately, time and resources were limited. Instead, the 

second version was also focused, ensuring that the critical components and mechanisms would 

function. 

The prototyping of the two versions was carried out by reusing and adding components along the way. 

The results may be very confusing. For this reason, photos from the physical prototyping is added as 

an appendix (IV). 

3.8.1 First version: 

A physical prototype of the carrier was manufactured with gradually adjustable assembling options. 

This prototype was designed mainly through “design by eye” and would verify the functionality of the 

folding mechanism and the stability of the framework. The operators could also subjectively determine 

the best margins for inserting and withdrawing the hatches, without overriding the dimensions allowing 

the carrier to fold. 

The first version of the carrier had a very narrow range of margins, where all dimensions would affect 

each other. This created a somewhat complex geometric puzzle. The margins were mathematically 

investigated, and a simple analytical prototype was developed in Mathematica based on Pythagorean 

theorem. This is explained further in the appendix V. 

3.8.2 Second version: 

After the structural analysis and improved design of the carrier, the first physical prototype was reused 

and modified to verify the key design changes, including the folding and hatch arms. Thanks to an 

improved design of the folding arms, the pivot points could be shifted horizontally. The geometrical 

puzzle was then simplified and the first analytical prototype in Mathematica was no longer necessary. 

Instead, the carrier was assembled in CAD with the pivot points for the folding arms, allowing it to 

virtually fold. Any necessary adjustments were possible thanks to parametric modelling.  
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4. Discussion 

 

4.1 Product development process 

Every achievement has a method behind it, whether it’s a planned or improvised. In this project, most 

of the method followed the guidelines of the product development process described in 

Produktutveckling – Effektiva metoder för konstruktion och design. This book was chosen as the main 

source thanks to its comprehensive approach. The entire process is covered for general application in 

a very pedagogic manner. What is unique about this book is the focus on combining the analysis and 

synthesis aspect of product development. The product development process should be considered 

dynamic with an iterative loop between creation and evaluation. Revisiting earlier stages and updating 

vital elements are encouraged as new information is gathered and better understanding is formed. The 

seven phases are discussed below. 

4.1.1 Feasibility study 

The first phase being feasibility study. As the name suggests, this phase determines the actual 

feasibility of the project. It’s important to truly understand the problem, scope of the project and 

prerequisites for execution before investing in solutions. 

It’s tempting to rush into solutions before fully comprehending the problem. One might think they 

understand the problem early on, with spontaneous ideas eager to get to work. This is rarely the case, 

and usually leads to complications throughout the project. Sometimes a small detail gets overlooked, 

rendering the final product useless in the end. Analysing the problem thoroughly is an investment that 

usually pays off in the following phases. Truly investigate the question of what. 

Once you understand what, analysing the current solution is useful if done with the right mindset. For 

example, in this project the answer to “what” is that the material management related to the service 

hatches at AQ Components must be improved. It’s easy to assume that the carrier needs to be improved 

exclusively - when in fact, the best solution might not be a new carrier at all. Another thing to keep in 

mind, is that if you do decide to develop a new carrier - the best solution does not care about the current 

solution. If you focus too much on the current solution you will inevitably end up with Granen 2.0. 

However, that is not necessarily a bad thing. It could be the best solution still, and there are some 

benefits such as existing production documentation and operational instructions. With the right 

mindset, analysing the current solution is useful to understand what does not work, but equally 

important – what does work. If possible, one should interview the previous problem solvers to 

understand their reasoning. 

A separate section for prerequisites was added to the feasibility study, because the prerequisites of the 

project are crucial for the results. The results can never be better than what the prerequisites allow, and 

that’s not something you want to find out in the final phases. What are the available resources, 

manufacturing methods, tools, etc. 

4.1.2 Product Specification 

The second phase of establishing a product specification was somewhat troublesome. The product 

specification could not be reviewed until the first concept generation meeting. The first meeting was 

very valuable, here all the involved people could voice their aspects on the problem simultaneously. 

New ideas were formed, and the concept generation was steered in the right direction. This shows the 

importance of making sure that the customer needs and priorities are clear, and not assumed based on 

one’s own values. It also shows why the synthesis-analysis loop is encouraged, where the product 

specification should be treated dynamic and continuously evaluated as new information comes around. 
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4.1.3 Concept generation 

The third phase, concept generation took longer time than expected. It’s difficult to estimate the time 

required for the concept generation phase. The concept that is later developed could be conjured day 

one, or day 20. Even if it means prolonging the phase somewhat, finding a good solution often saves 

a lot of time in the following phases. The concept could be a deal breaker not only for the customer, 

but also the development team. The enthusiasm throughout the rest of the project is often dictated by 

the potential of the concept. A recipe for disaster would be to develop a concept that nobody truly 

believes in. 

4.1.4 Concept evaluation 

The fourth phase, concept evaluation is a practice of objectivity and compromise. It’s easy to favour 

one’s own relation to the product subconsciously. For one, perhaps ergonomics is the most important 

aspect to the operator, while the manufacturing process is most important for the production manager 

and so on. Secondly, if multiple people are involved in the concept generation phase then they are 

likely to (more or less) favour their own ideas. Naturally, nearly everyone takes pride in their own 

ideas and inventions. Perhaps not the “father of the atomic bomb”. See trivia G. It’s important to find 

the most objectively advantageous concept. To do this, the traits of each concept are evaluated as 

quantitatively as possible (objectively measurable). Not all traits can be measured and instead must be 

qualitatively evaluated (subjectively determined). The matrices used in this phase was chosen to help 

evaluating the concepts based on scoring for each trait. 

4.1.5 Design 

The fifth phase, design, was the most extensive phase in this project. One must consider structural 

analysis, manufacturing, assembly, economics and much more when designing a product.  

One of the first and most important things to consider when developing a product is the use and load 

case of the product. A product that is intended to withstand huge loads, and/or risks life threatening 

injuries at failure require thorough structural analysis and material selection. These products are often 

dimensioned based on a certain safety factor to prevent tragedies. On the other end of the spectrum are 

products that might not be intended for heavy load at all, but rather functionality, ergonomics or even 

aesthetics. Where critical failure is non-crucial and sometimes even expected. Many products can be 

divided in to both categories simultaneously, where some areas are subject to high loads or wear and 

tear, whilst others are purely aesthetic.  

As for the case of this carrier, the loads are moderate. The outer frame must withstand about 100 kg, 

and the arms about 3 kg each (before safety factors). Due to the moderate loads, the entire carrier was 

structurally analysed. All components were analysed through CAE (in Creo or Abaqus), and/or 

theoretical calculations depending on the severity of the load. For the intended use the limiting 

components appears to be the vertical square tubes, where the truck is lifting at two points. Here the 

maximum stress of the steel square tube is about 56 and 51 MPa as a result from CAE and formulas 

respectively. For structural steel, S235JR this equates to a safety factor of over 4. Other than accounting 

for stiffness, this is also necessary as some abuse is expected in industrial environments. Note that 

defective welds are common and welding acts as a heat treatment to the surrounding material lowering 

its strength. Fortunately, the stresses are considerably lower near the welds compared to the centre of 

the tubes as per moment (see figure 25). Now, catastrophic failure is not life threatening but may cause 

injuries. The height to the top slot is no higher than 170 cm. Which means if any hatch would fall out 

of the carrier, it is unlikely to severely hit anyone’s eyes, head or neck. However, if the carrier is to be 

hanged away, further precautions must be taken regarding safety. For that reason, this thesis work does 

not include the process for hanging away the carrier. The carrier is dimensioned to handle its own 

weight, but future work and risk analysis is required. 
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Another important design aspect is the quantity of the product to be manufactured. A product that is 

to be manufactured in lower quantities is designed (and optimized) very differently to a product that is 

planned for mass manufacturing for years to come. The optimization of a product becomes more 

important as the series increase. Initial cost for development and investments usually pays off after a 

certain production volume. What resources are available and through which supplier is also important. 

Many companies order material from the same suppliers, where they receive discounts and other 

benefits by doing so. Slightly more suitable components may be accessible elsewhere, but the 

circumstances may not justify the choice. The manufacturing and assembling process should be 

analysed in parallel to the designing. As a rule of thumb, always aim to fulfil the function with less 

steps, fewer tools etc to save time and money. However, not by compromising on quality or 

deliberately failing to utilize available resources or you will shoot yourself in the foot. 

As for the carrier, the volumes are very low. Many of the components were simplified or designed 

uniformly for the sake of production, assembly and prototyping. The carrier is basically manufactured 

from one square tube and one metal sheet. The main reason is to utilize the sheet metal specialization 

at AQ. All custom components can be nested in the same metal sheet and then quickly laser cut with 

perfect hole patterns using CAM.  Afterwards, the components can easily be bent in the following 

production line. Another reason is that you can’t easily order “0.5 m of this square tube and 0,05x0,2 

m of that metal sheet”. Often the minimum length or size you can buy is quite considerable. 

What’s important to note however, is that all components can easily be made thicker or thinner, 

including the square tubes, without having to redesign anything or change any process. Had there been 

more time, this would have been investigated further in the physical prototyping. 

Material selection. The main material options from the supplier was standard structural steel 

(S235JR/S355JH) and 6000-series aluminium such as EN6063-T6 for the square tubes. Corresponding 

options for sheet metal was also available in steel and aluminium at a slightly wider range. The key 

benefits of using steel in this case are the stiffness, weldability and price. The typical compromises of 

weight and corrosion was of less concern. The carrier is maneuvered on wheels or by forklift and is 

kept indoors (at low humidity). 

4.1.6 Manufacturing documentation 

The sixth phase, manufacturing documentation. Since the design phase was carried out with 

manufacturing in mind, this phase was very efficient. Any drawings, files, supply list and necessary 

instructions could be provided to AQ within reasonable time. 

4.1.7 Prototyping 

The seventh phase, prototyping was difficult to carry out because the resources, work force and time 

was very limited. Available equipment, manufacturing schedules and other processes that are difficult 

to control ended up delaying the prototyping more than expected. The physical prototyping had to be 

improvised, focusing on verifying the key functions and changes. Fortunately, it was decided already 

from the beginning that the other phases were to be prioritized, with prototyping as a bonus phase 

depending on the circumstances. This meant that the prototyping had no negative impact on the rest of 

the work. It was very educational to work with these limitations and to do the best out of the situation. 

Prototyping is an extremely valuable tool in product development. The customer wants a product that 

works in practise, not in theory. The only way to guarantee that a concept will work is to test it. Not 

only will physical prototype testing verify the functionality of the product, but also the manufacturing 

process. It’s advantageous to implement (focused) prototype testing before investing in detailed design 

and optimized manufacturing. 
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4.2 Different approach 

A different approach to the material management aspect of the thesis would be to investigate other 

logistical solutions. The hatches are manufactured at AQ Components. They are then assembled at AQ 

Elautomatik which is located in a building just beside AQ components. The hatches are carried by 

hand about 20 meters from the assembling tables to where the carriers are located. Then the filled 

carriers are transported by truck back to the building of AQ Components. This building is shared with 

the painting company with just a wall in-between. The distance from that wall and the line in the 

painting company is also about 20 meters. Perhaps it would be worth investigating if the assembling 

station could be moved to the wall at the entrance to the painting company. Then there wouldn’t be a 

need for a carrier at all. The hatches would go directly from the incoming boxes to the assembling 

tables, to the painting, back to the assembly tables and finally into the transport boxes. However, 

whatever logistical problems this would cause (or solve) is not clear and not investigated in this master 

thesis. 

4.3 Future work 

Suggested future work is to test the physical prototype further. Find the weak points and adjust 

accordingly. Implement the tracking system and evaluate. Investigate the possibilities for safely 

hanging away the carrier. Once satisfied with the functionality, look at optimizing other aspects such 

as manufacturing, material selection and cost. 
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5. Conclusions 

 

The assigned problem for this master thesis was identified as improving the material management 

related to the service hatches at AQ components. This was successfully tackled in project form, 

following a classic product development process with focus on a synthesis-analysis loop. A new load 

carrier for the hatches was developed and documented, ready for manufacturing. The carrier was 

thoroughly engineered using scientific methods, where prototype testing ensured that the carrier works 

as well in practise as in theory. The carrier and solution deliver not only on the product specification 

but also on the key objectives of improved material management. 

The main characteristics of the developed load carrier include: 

❖ Goods protection 

The outer frame acts as a capsulation for the hatches, reducing the risk of external impact 

damage. Shrinkage tubes on the hatch arms also prevent surface scratches. 

 

❖ Space efficiency 

The foldable design allows the carriers to fold to one third of their width. The carriers can 

then be hanged away with a forklift when not in use. The hatches are primarily inserted from 

the short side, eliminating the need for spacing between the carriers when stationary. 

 

❖ Mobility 

The added wheels mean that the carriers can be easily manoeuvred without forklift.  

 

❖ Predictability 

The intuitive tracking system ensures that the hatches return to the mounting station in the 

same order they are sent. This eliminates the process of identifying and rearranging the 

hatches. 

 

❖ High capacity 

Multiple carriers can be transported at once, multiplying their capacity of 10 by 2 or more 

depending on the forklift used.  
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Trivia 

 

A. Aros, old norse for river mouth. The earliest name of Västerås [12]. 

B. Divide and conquer (from latin: divide et impera). A method used throughout history 

commonly in political and military context [13]. 

C. The lightbulb often appeared in photographs next to its inventor Thomas Edison, which then 

came to be associated as a symbol for ideas. This was cemented in the silent-film era in a 

cartoon - Felix the Cat [14]. 

D. Out of the box thinking. The phrase was popularised from a puzzle where one is to connect 9 

dots (3x3 forming a box), with only 4 straight lines while not elevating the pen. This is only 

possible by drawing outside the box [15]. 

E. Murder your darlings. A quote from Quiller-Couch known among writers, about satisfying the 

purpose of the text and not the ego of the author [16]. 

F. Time is money. The phrase was coined by Benjamin Franklin in 1748 in his advice to a young 

tradesman [17]. 

G. J. Robert Oppenheimer’s is known as the father of the atomic bomb. Words from the Bhagavad 

Gita, “Now I am become death, the destroyer of worlds” crossed Oppenheimer’s mind [18]. 
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Appendix I: Modified Gantt scheme & WBS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix II: Osborn’s checklist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix III: Folding optimization 

Alternative solutions for the folding mechanism was investigated. Snapshots from a 2D animation is 

presented below. As the carrier is being folded, wires (red) pull the hatch arms (yellow) away. The 

blue dots represent pivot points. The green dots represent a physical stop (note that this acts as a stop 

in both directions). The illustration only shows one pair of hatch arms, but the wire can be extended to 

simultaneously pull all hatch arms. This solution would fold the carrier to a width of only 2 square 

tubes.  

 

 

 

                                            

This design may be favourable in theory but requires high manufacturing/assembling precision. As the 

amount of moving parts increase, the maintenance and points of failure also typically increases. This 

optimization was therefore discarded. 

  



 

 

 

Appendix IV: Physical prototyping 

Pictures from the physical prototyping is presented below. Keep in mind that the physical prototyping 

was focused on verifying key objectives such as: 

❖ The foldability and stability of the outer frame 

❖ The stiffness and friction of the hatch arms 

❖ The manufacturing process for every component 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix V: Analytical prototyping 

Due to the design of the folding arm (and pivot points) in the first version of the carrier, the allowed 

range of spacing and width was very narrow. In order to predict if all hatches would fit while freely 

folding, an analytical prototype was developed. The code for the prototype, simulated in Mathematica 

is presented below. 

 

The idea is that the folding arm and hatch arms form a triangle when folding. The code 

trigonometrically determines if the desired dimensions (input) gives a perfect triangle or not. Whether 

the values are too high or too low to form a perfect triangle will determine if the hatch arms will pass 

or collide. Based on the subjective preferences of the operators, the optimal dimensions can quickly 

be verified and adjusted through this program. 

 

 

 

 


